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Subsequent Practice, as an important element of treaty interpretation, plays a
very important role in the evolution of treaties over time. International judicial
jurisprudence provide a wealth of material for the research on Subsequent Practice.
This paper focus mainly on the development tendency of Subsequent Practice Rule
reflected in the jurisprudence by several major internatioinal courts.
In this paper, in addition to the Preface and Conclusion, it is divided into the
following chapters:
The first chapter defines the Subsequent Practice Rule with the discussions and
cases before the "Convention" signed. This Chapter firstly introduces the history of
Subsequent Practice from only as a supplementary means of interpretation to an
authoritative interpretation factor and ultimately refused its informal modification
function, and thus defines its three elements as "subsequent", "practice" and
"agreement". At the same time, taking its clear distinction with supplementary means
of interpretation into account, we can further clarify the internal standard of
Subsequent Practice Rule. However, due to the ambiguty of Subsequent Practice Rule,
there are several issues remained to be resolved in practice.
The second chapter trys to demonstrate the softening trend of Subsequent
Practice Rule on the basis of its status quo in jurisprudence by international courts
(except WTO dispute settlement body, the same below). Roughly classfying the
treaties as bilateral and mulilateral on the basis of State Parties to the Treaty, this
chapter examines their differences when the Subsequent Practice Rule is applied by
international courts separately to interpret bilateral treaties such as Boundary Treaties,
Bilateral Investment Treaties,etc, and mulilateral treaties such as Constitutional
Treaties of International Organization, human rights treaties, etc. International judicial
practice support that practices of State Parties with great degree of consistency, which
don’t meet the standard of Subsequent Practice Rule, have beening used as














Basing on the typical cases, the third chapter points out the disadvantages of the
Two-step Analysis concluded by the WTO Dispute Settlement Body. The standard set
by Two-step Analysis is too harsh. Accordingly, taking organs’ practice into
consideration and the adoption of the Three-step Analysis may be helpful for the
relieve of the impasse.
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① Case Concerning the Gabcikovo-Nagymaros Project (Hungary v. Slovakia), I.C.J. Report of Judgment [1997],
para.104.
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参见:GEORG, NOLTE. Second Report on Subsequent Agreements and Subsequent Practice in Relation to Treaty
Interpretation (A/CN.4/671) [R], International Law Commission, 2014, para.2.
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